ARMEX®-Baking Soda Relief for Buildings In Distress

Inside or out, blackened over time or in a disastrous instant restoration is your #1 challenge. Meet that challenge with ARMEX® Cleaning and Coating Removal Systems.

ARMEX is non-toxic,* and non-hazardous, making it both environmentally superior, and safer for workers compared to chemicals and hard abrasive blasting. Its soft (Mohs scale 2.5) gentle scouring action can quickly clean and depaint most architectural substrates with no damage.**

Safely & effectively remove:
- fire damage
- smoke damage
- soot
- pollution
- exhaust residue
- water deposits
- stains
- applied coatings
- graffiti

From most:
- brick
- stone
- concrete
- metals
- wood
- glass

Comparative brick cleaning. No damage with ARMEX (left). Pitted by sandblasting (right).


* Per EPA and OSHA regulations.
** Not recommended for extremely soft and porous surfaces. Always do a test patch before actual use.

Call ARMEX today 800-332-5424
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